


LUBRICATION SOLUTIONS FOR WIND TURBINES

AUTOMATIC OMEGA PUMP

This represents a versatile solution for medium small systems that can be 
used to feed systems with different lubrication systems: with divider (pair of 
pumping elements), direct to the point (8 mini pumping elements) or with 
the release valve kit for injection systems.

SMX and NP DIVIDERS

The progressive dividers in the SMO, SMX, NO and NPR series are often used.
Each of the DropsA modular divider families can be selected depending on 
the points to be lubricated and consumption.
All the SMO, SMX, NP and NPR dividers can be supplied with ULTRASENSOR 
type cycle count and control sensors in order to guarantee maximum reliabi-
lity of the system and perfect control of the work cycles.

BRAVO PRESS PUMP

The Bravo Press pump with follower plate, offers all the features as the standard 
Bravo pump but has the advantage that it has been designed to work with more 
extreme temperature conditions and be able to cope with centrifugal forces.

LUBRICATION PINION

The DropsA Lubrication pinion is an innovative solution that replaces manual and 
troublesome lubrication of gear rims and racks.
This solution saves time and money by allowing automatic application of precise 
quantities of lubricant.
The unit comprises a central rotary stainless steel axel centralized greasing distri-
bution system and a absorbent foam allowing it to be used in demanding applica-
tion due to its robustness.



LUBRICATION SOLUTIONS FOR AERATORS

NP and NPR+ DIVIDERS

The nano-Progressive (nP) and nano-Progressive Replaceable (nPR+) dividers are 
the ideal solutions for oil lubrication
in applications that require small and precise quantities of lubricant in a compact 
and solid design. They are,
therefore, particularly suitable for use in confined spaces.

BRAVO PUMP

Electric pump designed to work with up 10 three pumping units, wilh or without 
internal by-pass. Designed to work with progressive dividers it can feed several 
independent lines. By combining lhe pumping outputs it's possible to double or 
triple the fiow. This pump is available in two versions: manual (manageable by 
external PLC) and automatic with dedìcated contrai board. 

DROPSA BLUEBOX SYSTEM
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